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THIS IS HOW YOU LOSE HER
JUNOT DÍAZ
The Pulitzer Prize winner tenders another masterly collection of stories that capture the heat of new passion, the recklessness with which we betray what we most treasure, and the torture we go through to try to mend what we’ve broken beyond repair.

THE RIME OF THE MODERN MARINER
NICK HAYES
A modern graphic adaptation of the Coleridge poem. “Shelley said of Coleridge that he was a ‘hooded eagle among blinking owls’: Nick Hayes is all unfettered eagle hiply here to raise us from our ecological stupor. A righteous resonant work and so sad, it’s got to make you mad.”—Joy Williams, author of The Quick and the Dead, finalist for the Pulitzer Prize.

SAN MIGUEL
T. C. BOYLE
On a tiny, desolate, windswept island off the coast of Southern California, two families, one in the 1880s and one in the 1930s, come to start new lives.

PEACHES FOR FATHER FRANCIS
JOANNE HARRIS
When Vianne Rocher receives a letter from beyond the grave, she has no choice but to return to Lansenquenet, the beautiful French village where she once opened a chocolate shop.

THE RIME OF THE MODERN MARINER
NICK HAYES
A modern graphic adaptation of the Coleridge poem. “Shelley said of Coleridge that he was a ‘hooded eagle among blinking owls’: Nick Hayes is all unfettered eagle hiply here to raise us from our ecological stupor. A righteous resonant work and so sad, it’s got to make you mad.”—Joy Williams, author of The Quick and the Dead, finalist for the Pulitzer Prize.

A WORKING THEORY OF LOVE
SCOTT HUTCHINS
“[This] wonderful new novel is right on the border of what is possible: a computer is programmed to be the reincarnation of the narrator’s dead father, and the narrator, a charming thirty-something American, learns what it is to be human and to love. The book is brilliantly observant about the way we live now, and its comic and haunting story will stay lodged in the reader’s memory.”—Charles Baxter, author of The Feast of Love.

MAY WE BE FORGIVEN
A.M. HOMIS
Harold Silver has spent a lifetime watching his younger brother, George, acquire a covetable wife, two kids, and a beautiful home in the suburbs of New York City. Then an act of violence hurls both into entirely new lives. “This novel starts at maximum force—and then it really gets going. I can’t remember when I last read a novel of such narrative intensity; an unflinching account of a catastrophic, violent, black-comic, transformative year in the history of one broken American family. Flat-out amazing.”—Salman Rushdie.

NEW ZADIE SMITH
Thirty years after making it out of a London housing project, Leah, Natalie, Felix, and Nathan find themselves living mere streets apart but occupying separate worlds. Depicts the modern urban zone in a tragicomic novel as mercurial as the city itself.

A Penguin Press hardcover
9 CDs, 5 hrs • Unabridged • 978-1-59448-736-1 • $26.95

A Riverhead hardcover
September • 400 pp • 978-1-59420-397-8 • $26.95

FREUD’S SISTER
GOCE SMILEVSKI
Translated by Christina E. Kramer
The international sensation that poses the question: Was Sigmund Freud responsible for the death of his sister in a Nazi concentration camp? Winner of the European Union Prize for Literature.

A Penguin paperback original
September • 288 pp • 978-0-14-312145-9 • $16.00

A Dutton hardcover
October • 1,008 pp • 978-0-525-95292-3 • $36.00

Also available as a Penguin AudioBooks
27 CDs, 34 hours • Unabridged • 978-1-61176-115-3 • $39.95

A Working Theory of Love
SCOTT HUTCHINS
“[This] wonderful new novel is right on the border of what is possible: a computer is programmed to be the reincarnation of the narrator’s dead father, and the narrator, a charming thirty-something American, learns what it is to be human and to love. The book is brilliantly observant about the way we live now, and its comic and haunting story will stay lodged in the reader’s memory.”—Charles Baxter, author of The Feast of Love.

A Penguin Press hardcover
October • 304 pp • 978-1-59420-505-7 • $32.00

SCOTT HUTCHINS

To order, use your regular supplier or mail the order form provided directly to Penguin GROUP (USA) INC. If form is missing, email academic@penguin.com
ONE LAST THING BEFORE I GO
JONATHAN TROPPER
The author of the bestselling This Is Where I Leave You depicts Silver, whose ex-wife is about to marry a terrific guy just as his Princeton-bound teenage daughter confides in him that she’s pregnant. A Dutton hardcover
September • 352 pp. • 978-0-525-95236-7 • $26.95 Also available as Penguin Audio 8 CDs, 9.5 hours • Unabridged • 978-1-61176-119-1 • $39.95

THE WOMAN WHO DIED A LOT
A THURSDAY NEXT NOVEL
JASPER FORD
With Goliath attempting to replace Thursday at every opportunity with synthetic Thursdays, her convalescence is going to be anything but restful as the week ahead promises to be one of the Next family’s oddest.
A Viking hardcover
October • 384 pp. • 978-0-670-02502-2 • $26.95

THE SHORTEST WAY HOME
JULIETTE FAY
Burned out after two decades working in third-world war zones, Sean Doran returns home to Belmont, Massachusetts, where an old friend—the class wallflower—has him wondering if his destiny is about to be rewritten.
A Penguin paperback original
November • 368 pp. • 978-0-14-312191-6 • $15.00

HEMINGWAY’S GIRL
ERIKA ROBUCK
In Depression-era Key West, Mariella Bennet, the daughter of an American fisherman and a Cuban woman, is hired as a maid by Ernest Hemingway’s second wife. An NAL paperback original
September • 352 pp. • 978-0-451-23788-0 • $15.00

BECOMING CLEMENTINE
JENNIFER NIVEN
Velva Jean Hart, a beautiful aviatix from the hills of Appalachia, becomes Clementine Roux, a daring woman crossing France during WWII with her team on a mission to capture “Swan.” A Plume paperback original
October • 416 pp. • 978-0-452-29810-1 • $15.00

BLACKBERRY WINTER
SARAH JIO
Assigned to cover a late season snow-storm, Seattle Herald reporter Claire Aldridge learns of a similar storm in 1933 that was cover for an abduction of a little boy. Discovering that the crime is still unsolved, she vows to unearth the truth. A Plume paperback original
October • 320 pp. • 978-0-452-29838-5 • $15.00

DEAD STARS
BRUCE WAGNER
Telma, the world’s youngest breast cancer survivor, crosses paths with actor Michael Douglas as he pursues his greatest cinematic dream, set against the backdrop of a Hollywood where everyone is a star of their own making. A Blue Rider Press hardcover
August • 608 pp. • 978-0-307-15935-0 • $30.00

THE SHAPE OF THE FINAL DOG
AND OTHER STORIES
HAMILTON FANCHER
The original screenwriter of Blade Runner makes his debut with a remarkable collection about people and places that exist just outside of our perceptions of space and time. A Blue Rider Press hardcover
September • 288 pp. • 978-0-307-15823-0 • $25.95

THE HARBORMASTER’S DAUGHTER
HEIDI JON SCHMIDT
On a freezing night in a Cape Cod town, LaRee Farnham answers a knock at her door to find a police woman holding a three-year-old girl, whose mother has just been murdered a few miles away. An NAL paperback original
September • 368 pp. • 978-0-451-23787-3 • $15.00

THE CONFIDANT
HÉLÈNE GRÉMILLON
Translated by Alison Anderson
Paris, 1975: Camille sifts through letters of condolence after her mother’s death when a strange, handwritten missive stops her short—and eventually immerses her in the harrowing events of WWII. A Penguin paperback original
November • 256 pp. • 978-0-14-312156-5 • $15.00

70% ACRYLIC 30% WOOL
VIOLA DI GRADO
Translated by Michael Reynolds
The much anticipated new novel from the author of The Days of Abandonment—a rich, intense, and generous-hearted tale of two friends, Elena and Lila, growing up on the tough streets of 1950’s Naples. October • 336 pp. • 978-1-60945-078-6 • $17.00

THE ISLAND OF LAST TRUTH
FLAVIA COMPANY
Translated by Laura McLaughlin
Legend has it that Prendel, an expert sailor, had been shipwrecked years before the story opens in today’s New York. He has been back in New York now for a couple of years—that’s what they say at least.
November • 144 pp. • 978-1-60945-081-6 • $15.00

EARTHLY POWERS
ANTHONY BURGESS
“A considerable achievement, spacious and intricate in design, wonderfully sustained in its execution, and full of a weary generosity for the errant world it re-creates.”—Martin Amis, author of London Fields. Named one of the five best works of British and Commonwealth fiction of the last twenty-five years by The Observer in 2006.
December • 656 pp. • 978-1-60945-084-7 • $19.00

To order, use your regular supplier or mail the order form provided directly to Penguin GROUP (USA) INC. If form is missing, email academic@penguin.com
THE BARTENDER’S TALE
IVAN DOIG
Tom Harry and his son Rusty make an odd kind of family, with Tom’s bar, The Medicine Lodge in Gros Ventre, Montana, their true home—until a woman from Tom’s past arrives in the summer of 1960.
A Riverhead hardcover
August • 336 pp. • 978-1-59448-735-4 • $27.95

LAURA LAMONT’S LIFE IN PICTURES
EMMA STRAUB
“At once iconic and specific, Emma Straub’s beautifully observed first novel explores the fraught trajectory of what has become a staple of the American dream: the hunger for stardom and fame. This book affords an intimate, epic view of how that dream ricochets through one American life.”—Jennifer Egan, author of A Visit from the Goon Squad.
A Riverhead hardcover
September • 320 pp. • 978-1-59448-845-0 • $26.95

WHAT THE NANNY SAW
FIONA NEILL
The author of Slummy Mummy delivers a keenly observed, comical chronicle of the urban wealthy elite, of parents who are often too busy to notice what is going on under their own noses, and of a young nanny thrown into a role she doesn’t know how to play. “This biting drama is filled with tension and remarkably flawed characters. Neill’s engrossing tale makes for an addictive read.”—Library Journal.
A Riverhead hardcover
August • 464 pp. • 978-1-59448-716-3 • $26.95

A WEDDING IN GREAT NECK
YONA ZELDIS MCDONOUGH
“Spirited, entertaining, and a delight to read…a penetrating glimpse into the lives of one particular family.”—Lucy Jackson, author of Posh.
An NAL paperback original
October • 336 pp. • 978-0-451-23797-4 • $15.00

ROSEMARY OPENS HER HEART
HOME AT CEDAR CREEK, BOOK TWO
NAOMI KING
Although still mourning her late husband Joe, Rosemary Utzey moves to Cedar Creek, Missouri, to take over care of her in-laws.
An NAL paperback original
October • 304 pp. • 978-0-451-23797-4 • $15.00

HAPPILY EVER MADDER
MISADVENTURES OF A MAD FAT GIRL
STEPHANIE MCAFEE
No sooner does Graciela “Ace” Jones open her new art gallery among the palm fronds and mojitos of Pelican Cove, Florida, than she inadvertently crosses Mrs. Lenore Kenneshaw and her cronies.
An NAL paperback original
November • 368 pp. • 978-0-451-23805-4 • $15.00

CITY OF WOMEN
DAVID R. GILHAM
“[This] excellent new novel...is built on one of the most extraordinary and faithful recreations of a time in history—Berlin in World War II—that I’ve ever read.”—Alan Furst, author of Spies of the Balkans.
An Amy Einhorn hardcover
August • 400 pp. • 978-0-399-15776-9 • $25.9510
Also available as a Penguin Audiobook
10 CDs, 12.5 hours • Unabridged • 978-1-61176-127-6 • $39.95

THE TRIAL OF FALLEN ANGELS
JAMES KIMMEL JR.
One day after work, lawyer Brek Cutler and her daughter stop at a store to buy milk. Suddenly she is standing alone on a deserted train platform, covered in blood.
An Amy Einhorn hardcover
November • 386 pp. • 978-0-399-15969-5 • $25.95

THE EDGE OF NOWHERE
ELIZABETH GEORGE
Put at risk by her ability to hear “whispers”—the thoughts of others—Becca King retreats to Whidby Island, a ferry ride from Seattle and her criminal stepfather.
A Viking Young Readers hardcover
September • 400 pp. • 978-0-670-01296-1 • $18.99

FALLING KINGDOMS
MORGAN RHODES
Sixteen-year-old Cleo has grown up in luxury, the royal heiress to a prosperous kingdom. But whispers of war are growing ever louder—intensified by a murderous incident for which Cleo’s betrothed, Aron, is accused.
A Razorbill hardcover
December • 400 pp. • 978-1-59514-584-0 • $17.99

THE LIAR, THE BITCH, AND THE WARDROBE
ALLIE KINGSLEY
Photographer Lucy Butler thought interning for her idol in L.A. would be the opportunity of a lifetime, but as she slides deeper into the lavish world of endless parties, she faces a choice between staying in the picture or holding on to what’s real.
A Berkley paperback original
September • 320 pp. • 978-0-425-25339-1 • $15.00

THE GOOD WOMAN
JANE PORTER
Burnt out after years of being “the good woman,” Meg Roberts attends the London Wine Fair with her boss, ruggedly handsome vintner, Chad Hallahan.
A Berkley paperback original
September • 336 pp. • 978-0-425-25300-7 • $15.00

SWEDISH TANGO
ALISON RICHMAN
As a student in Chile, Octavio Ribeiro courts Salomé, who falls in love with his uncompromising passion. But when a sudden coup brings a brutal military dictatorship into power, Salomé begs Octavio to put his family’s safety first, rather than speak against the new regime.
A Berkley paperback original
October • 352 pp. • 978-0-425-25877-4 • $15.00

THE PERFECT HOPE
BOOK THREE OF THE INN BOOBSBORO TRILOGY
NORA ROBERTS
No woman can resist Ryder Montgomery’s sexy swagger—except apparently Hope Beaumont, the innkeeper of his own Inn BoonsBoro.
A Berkley paperback original
November • 368 pp. • 978-0-425-24604-7 • $16.00

SOMETHING NEW
JANIS THOMAS
Ellen Ivers has a husband who loves her no matter how much she’s let herself go. But when she enters a blog competition, she attracts the attention of a handsome detective named Ben Campbell.
A Berkley paperback original
November • 384 pp. • 978-0-425-25769-2 • $15.00

NAOMI’S CHRISTMAS
MARTA PERRY
Since her mother’s death, Naomi Esch has been caring for her father and siblings. Then, in the weeks before Christmas, her father announces his plans to remarry—and he and his new wife will need the house for themselves.
A Berkley paperback original
November • 320 pp. • 978-0-425-25329-8 • $14.00

NAUTI TEMPTRESS
LORA LEIGH
The nightmare of Abigail Foxe’s captivity still fills her with fear. But now hope begins with the exquisitely beautiful touch of Brogan Connors, an ex-Marine haunted by memories of war.
A Berkley paperback original
November • 384 pp. • 978-0-425-24564-4 • $15.00

A SEASON OF ANGELS
THOMAS KINKADE AND KATHERINE SPENCER
Graduate student Jonathan Butler came to Cape Light to study a local legend—not fall in love with Tess, who’s his total opposite.
A Berkley hardcover
November • 304 pp. • 978-0-425-25277-2 • $25.95

THE SPIRIT OF THE PLACE
SAMUEL SHEM
“An incredible and heartfelt story...beautifully conceived and brilliantly executed.”—Abraham Verghese, author of Cutting for Stone.
A Berkley paperback
December • 400 pp. • 978-0-425-25878-1 • $16.00
SYNDROME E
FRANCK THILLIEZ
Translated by Mark Polizzotti
“Blending science and neurology into the intrigue of his excellent thriller, Thilliez takes us into the maze of the human brain, with all the evils it can unleash.”—Elle (France)
September • 384 pp. • 978-0-670-02578-7 • $26.95

THE ABSENT ONE
A DEPARTMENT Q NOVEL
JUSSI ADLER-OLESEN
Newly assigned to run Department Q, the home of Copenhagen's coldest cases, Detective Carl Markq catches the case of a brother and sister who were brutally murdered two decades earlier.
A Dutton hardcover
August • 400 pp. • 978-0-525-95289-3 • $26.95
Also available as a Penguin Audibook
11 CDs, 13.5 hours • 978-1-61176-120-7 • $39.95

THE OTHER WOMAN'S HOUSE
SOPHIE HANNAH
“A gripping mystery full of switchback twists and turns, this is a dark exploration of the intricacies of control and desire, and what can happen when they turn horribly warped. This may be Hannah’s best book yet.”—Tana French, author of In The Woods.
A Penguin paperback original
Available Now • 464 pp. • 978-0-14-312151-0 • $15.00

ISLAND OF BONES
A WESTERMAN/CROWTHER MYSTERY
IMOGEN ROBERTSON
When laborers discover an extra body inside an ancient tomb on his family’s estate, the lure of the ancient derelict threatens to ensnare.
A Dutton hardcover
August • 304 pp. • 978-0-525-95288-6 • $25.95

THE BOY IN THE SNOW
A PAMAN DORMAN hardcover
DAVID MARK
A debut series featuring Detective Sergeant Aector McAvoy in the northern England port town of Hull.
"An exceptional debut from an exciting new talent. David Mark is an original and captivating new voice.”—Val McDermid, author of The Retribution.
A Blue Rider Press hardcover
October • 240 pp. • 978-0-451-23802-3 • $22.95

MURDER IN THE RUE DUMAS
A VERLAQUE AND BONNET MYSTERY
M. L. LONGWORTH
The director of theology at the Université d’Aix in Provence was just about to name his successor when his lips were sealed permanently.
A Penguin paperback original
October • 288 pp. • 978-0-451-312154-1 • $14.00

KEPT IN THE DARK
PENNY HANCOCK
When her neighbor’s teenage boy goes missing, Sonia is the last person that anyone would ever suspect. “Deliciously dark and richly evocative…A wonderful debut.”—S. J. Watson, author of Before I Go to Sleep.
A Plume paperback original
September • 352 pp. • 978-0-452-29833-0 • $15.00

THE HIDING PLACE
DAVID BELL
The 25th anniversary of her brother’s murder has Janet Manning on edge—especially when a detective and a newspaper reporter start asking questions.
An NAL paperback original
October • 400 pp. • 978-0-451-23796-5 • $15.00

THE FACILITY
SIMON LELIC
When unassuming dentist Arthur Priestley is snatched and held prisoner at a top-secret detention facility in a near-future Britain, his estranged wife, Julia, embarks on a harrowing quest for the truth.
A Penguin paperback original
September • 352 pp. • 978-0-14-312068-1 • $15.00

THE DARK WINTER
DAVID BELL
A debut series featuring Detective Sergeant Aector McAvoy in the northern England port town of Hull.
“An exceptional debut from an exciting new talent. David Mark is an original and captivating new voice.”—Val McDermid, author of The Retribution.
A Blue Rider Press hardcover
October • 320 pp. • 978-0-399-15864-2 • $25.95

THE CHOCOLATE MOOSE MOTIVE
JOANNA CARL
When her husband is found shot to death, local talk names Sissy the number one suspect even though her alibi is airtight. But then the chief gossip is found dead with Sissy on the scene.
An Obsidian Mysteries hardcover
October • 240 pp. • 978-0-451-312154-1 • $22.95

THE ABSSENT ONE
A DEPARTMENT Q NOVEL
JUSSI ADLER-OLESEN
Newly assigned to run Department Q, the home of Copenhagen's coldest cases, Detective Carl Markq catches the case of a brother and sister who were brutally murdered two decades earlier.
A Dutton hardcover
August • 400 pp. • 978-0-525-95289-3 • $26.95
Also available as a Penguin Audibook
11 CDs, 13.5 hours • 978-1-61176-120-7 • $39.95

CARAVAN OF ThIEVES
DAVID RICH
“A solid debut from a gifted storyteller…Builds a labyrinth of deception spanning the deserts of the American Southwest to the deserts of Afghanista—on part noir thriller, one part father-son tale, and one part adventure saga. Prepare to be ensnared.”—T. Jefferson Parker, author of The Border Lords.
A Dutton hardcover
August • 304 pp. • 978-0-525-95288-6 • $25.95

TRUST YOUR EYES
LINWOOD BARCLAY
With a computer program called Whirl360.com, map-obsessed schizophrenic Thomas Killbride travels the world while never stepping out the door—until he sees an image that looks like a woman being murdered in New York City.
An NAL hardcover
September • 496 pp. • 978-0-451-23790-3 • $25.95

COLLISION COURSE
DAVID CRAWFORD
The “Smash” has been building for years, but when order finally breaks down, it happens astonishingly fast. But security specialist DJ Frost is prepared...
An NAL paperback original
November • 352 pp. • 978-0-451-23807-8 • $16.00

DARK LIE
NANCY SPRINGER
Dorrie and Sam White seem like an ordinary Midwestern couple—but Dorrie is secretly following the sixteen-year-old daughter, Juliet, who gave up for adoption as a baby long ago.
An NAL paperback original
November • 304 pp. • 978-0-451-23806-1 • $14.00

THE FACILITY
SIMON LELIC
When unassuming dentist Arthur Priestley is snatched and held prisoner at a top-secret detention facility in a near-future Britain, his estranged wife, Julia, embarks on a harrowing quest for the truth.
A Penguin paperback original
September • 352 pp. • 978-0-14-312068-1 • $15.00

THE DARK WINTER
DAVID MARK
A debut series featuring Detective Sergeant Aector McAvoy in the northern England port town of Hull.
“An exceptional debut from an exciting new talent. David Mark is an original and captivating new voice.”—Val McDermid, author of The Retribution.
A Blue Rider Press hardcover
October • 320 pp. • 978-0-399-15864-2 • $25.95

BLOWBACK
VALERIE PLAME AND SARAH LOVETT
After dedicating herself to protecting America from its enemies, the ex-CIA operative turns to fiction, portraying undercover agent Vanessa Pierson, who tries to pinpoint just who is selling Iran the tools for building a nuclear weapon.
A Blue Rider Press hardcover
January • 288 pp. • 978-0-399-15820-9 • $26.95

SYNDROME E
FRANCK THILLIEZ
Translated by Mark Polizzotti
“Blending science and neurology into the intrigue of his excellent thriller, Thilliez takes us into the maze of the human brain, with all the evils it can unleash.”—Elle (France)
September • 384 pp. • 978-0-670-02578-7 • $26.95

THE OTHER WOMAN'S HOUSE
SOPHIE HANNAH
“A gripping mystery full of switchback twists and turns, this is a dark exploration of the intricacies of control and desire, and what can happen when they turn horribly warped. This may be Hannah’s best book yet.”—Tana French, author of In The Woods.
A Penguin paperback original
Available Now • 464 pp. • 978-0-14-312151-0 • $15.00

CARAVAN OF ThIEVES
DAVID RICH
“A solid debut from a gifted storyteller…Builds a labyrinth of deception spanning the deserts of the American Southwest to the deserts of Afghanista—on part noir thriller, one part father-son tale, and one part adventure saga. Prepare to be ensnared.”—T. Jefferson Parker, author of The Border Lords.
A Dutton hardcover
August • 304 pp. • 978-0-525-95288-6 • $25.95

THE FACILITY
SIMON LELIC
When unassuming dentist Arthur Priestley is snatched and held prisoner at a top-secret detention facility in a near-future Britain, his estranged wife, Julia, embarks on a harrowing quest for the truth.
A Penguin paperback original
September • 352 pp. • 978-0-14-312068-1 • $15.00

THE DARK WINTER
DAVID MARK
A debut series featuring Detective Sergeant Aector McAvoy in the northern England port town of Hull.
“An exceptional debut from an exciting new talent. David Mark is an original and captivating new voice.”—Val McDermid, author of The Retribution.
A Blue Rider Press hardcover
October • 320 pp. • 978-0-399-15864-2 • $25.95

THE CHOCOLATE MOOSE MOTIVE
JOANNA CARL
When her husband is found shot to death, local talk names Sissy the number one suspect even though her alibi is airtight. But then the chief gossip is found dead with Sissy on the scene.
An Obsidian Mysteries hardcover
October • 240 pp. • 978-0-451-312154-1 • $22.95
DELIUSION IN DEATH
J. D. ROBB
Lieutenant Eve Dallas tries to sort out the inexplicable events after 80 people are killed at an after-work happy-hour bar downtown, where surviving witnesses talked about seeing monsters and swarms of bees.
A Putnam hardcover
September • 416 pp. • 978-0-399-15881-0 • $27.95

MIRAGE
A NOVEL OF THE OREGON FILES
CLIVE CUSSLER WITH JACK DU BRUL
In October 1943, a U.S. destroyer sailed out of Philadelphia and supposedly vanished. The story was considered a hoax—but now Juan Cabrillo and his Oregon colleagues aren’t so sure.
A Putnam hardcover
September • 416 pp. • 978-0-399-15808-7 • $27.95
Also available as a Penguin Audiobook
11 CDs, 13.5 hours • Unabridged • 978-1-61176-046-0 • $39.95

ROBERT B. PARKER’S FOOL ME TWICE
A JESSIE STONE NOVEL
MICHAEL BRANDMAN
A Hollywood movie company comes to Paradise, Massachusetts, bringing a troubled star. When she becomes the subject of a death threat, Jesse and the rest of the Paradise PD go on high alert.
A Putnam hardcover
September • 304 pp. • 978-0-399-15949-7 • $25.95

POSEIDON’S ARROW
CLIVE CUSSLER AND DIRK CUSSLER
When a key element of an attack submarine capable of incredible underwater speeds goes missing and its inventor is found dead, Dirk Pitt embarks on an international chase to find the culprit.
A Putnam hardcover
November • 560 pp. • 978-0-399-16299-3 • $28.95

GONE: A HANNAH SMITH NOVEL
RANDY WAYNE WHITE
The author of the Doc Ford novels introduces a new series featuring Hannah Smith, a tall, strong, formidable Florida fishing guide, who’s asked to help find a missing girl.
A Putnam hardcover
September • 336 pp. • 978-0-399-15849-0 • $25.95
Also available as a Penguin Audiobook
7 CDs, 9 hours • Unabridged • 978-1-61176-068-2 • $39.95

SEVERE CLEAR
A STONE BARRINGTON NOVEL
STUART WOODS
Stone is in Bel-Air, overseeing the grand opening of the ultra-luxe hotel, The Arrington— but according to phone conversations intercepted by the NSA, it may also have attracted the attention of international terrorists.
A Putnam hardcover
September • 320 pp. • 978-0-399-15984-8 • $26.95
Also available as a Penguin Audiobook
6 CDs, 7.5 hours • Unabridged • 978-1-61176-107-8 • $29.95

MAD RIVER
A VIRGIL FLOWERS NOVEL
JOHN SANDFORD
As a trio of teenagers perpetuate a crime spree that cuts a swath through rural Minnesota, Bureau of Criminal Appreciation investigator Virgil Flowers joins the growing army of cops trying to run them down.
A Putnam hardcover
October • 400 pp. • 978-0-399-15770-7 • $27.95
Also available as a Penguin Audiobook
8 CDs, 9 hours • Unabridged • 978-1-61176-108-5 • $39.95

OFF THE GRID
A MONKIEWRENCH NOVEL
P. J. TRACY
After a series of seemingly unrelated murders in Minneapolis, evidence accumulates, pointing to a suspect that puts the entire Midwest on high alert and Monkeewrench in the direct line of fire.
A Putnam hardcover
August • 320 pp. • 978-0-399-15804-9 • $28.95

AGAINT ALL ENEMIES
TOM CLANCY WITH PETER TELEP
Unable to succeed separately, America’s enemies have joined forces in a cunning alliance—leading former Navy SEAL and CIA operations officer Max Moore down paths he never imagined.
A Putnam hardcover
June • 768 pp. • 978-0-399-16044-8 • $25.95

MURDER, SHE WROTE
DOMESTIC MALICE
JESSICA FLETCHER AND DONALD BAIN
While Jessica is at the Cabot Cove Women’s Shelter, a battered woman walks in, whose husband is regarded by all as a pillar of the community. Could he have beaten his wife?
An Obsidian Mysteries hardcover
October • 288 pp. • 978-0-451-23803-0 • $23.95

WEDDING CAKE KILLER
A FRESH-BAKED MYSTERY
LIVIA J. WASHBURN
Phyllis Newcomb has opened up her house to host the wedding of her best friend Eve to Roy Porter. But then the groom is found dead at a local bed-and-breakfast, and Eve is the top suspect.
An Obsidian Mysteries paperback original
November • 304 pp. • 978-0-451-23809-2 • $14.00

DICK FRANCIS’S BLOODLINE
FELIX FRANCIS
When race caller Mark Shillingford calls a race in which his twin sister, Clare, loses, he confronts her with his suspicions—and hours later she jumps to her death from the balcony of a London hotel.
A Putnam hardcover
October • 368 pp. • 978-0-399-16080-6 • $26.95

THE BONE BED
PATRICIA CORNWELL
In Alberta, Canada, an eminent paleontologist disappears from a dinosaur dig site, and at the Cambridge Forensic Center, Kay Scarpetta receives a grisly communication that gives her a dreadful reason to suspect this may become her next case.
A Putnam hardcover
October • 512 pp. • 978-0-399-15756-1 • $27.95
Also available as a Penguin Audiobook
11 CDs, 13 hours • Unabridged • 978-1-61176-106-1 • $39.95

NANO
ROBIN COOK
After taking a job at Nanobots, a lavishly funded, security-conscious nanotechnology institute, Pia Gradanzi literally stumbles upon one of the company’s human guinea pigs.
A Putnam hardcover
January • 432 pp. • 978-0-399-16082-0 • $26.95
Also available as a Penguin Audiobook
10 CDs, 11 hours • Unabridged • 978-1-61176-109-2 • $39.95

EMPIRE AND HONOR
AN HONOR BOUND NOVEL
W. E. B. GRIFFIN AND WILLIAM E. BUTTERWORTH IV
At the end of WWII, the United States makes a secret deal with the head of German intelligence’s Soviet section: in exchange for a treasured trove of intelligence, his people will be spirited to safety. It is up to Cletus Frade and the OSS to keep them all safe.
A Putnam hardcover
January • 302 pp. • 978-0-399-16066-0 • $27.95
THE DARLING DAHLIAS AND THE CONFEDERATE ROSE
SUSAN WITTIG ALBERT
In the small town of Darling, Alabama, in the 1930s, the Darling Dahlias, the ladies of a garden club who aren’t afraid to get their hands dirty solving mysteries, must investigate one of their own, who is suspected of stealing county funds.
A Prime Crime hardcover
September • 304 pp. • 978-0-425-25279-6 • $24.95

THE NINTH STEP
GRANT JERKINS
Helen is an alcoholic in twelve-step recovery after causing a hit-and-run accident that killed the wife of teacher Edgar Woolrich. But when she gathers the courage to meet Edgar, her ninth step begins with a lie—the first of many as their relationship grows.
A Prime Crime paperback original
September • 304 pp. • 978-0-425-25598-8 • $15.00

BUDDING BILL’S DEAD NOW
MARGARET COEL
When cartons containing Arapaho Chief Black Heart’s relics arrive at the Arapaho museum empty, Vicki and Father John suspect Indian artifact collector Trevor Pratt knows more about the theft than he’s telling.
A Prime Crime hardcover
September • 304 pp. • 978-0-425-25598-8 • $15.00

POSTCARDS FROM THE DEAD
LAURA CHILDS
In the 10th Scrapbooking Mystery, Kimber Breeze of KBEZ-TV is scheduled to interview Carmela Bertrand, owner of Memory Mine Scrapbooking. But before Carmela’s shop gets its five minutes of fame, Kimber is murdered.
A Prime Crime hardcover
October • 336 pp. • 978-0-425-25275-8 • $25.95

THE ANATOMIST’S WIFE
ANNA LEE HUBER
Lady Kiera Darby has taken refuge at her sister’s estate, but when a house guest is murdered, her brother-in-law asks her to utilize her knowledge of human anatomy to aid the insufferable Sebastian Gage—a fellow guest with some experience as an inquiry agent.
A Prime Crime paperback original
November • 368 pp. • 978-0-425-25328-1 • $15.00

THE NINTH STEP
GRANT JERKINS
Helen is an alcoholic in twelve-step recovery after causing a hit-and-run accident that killed the wife of teacher Edgar Woolrich. But when she gathers the courage to meet Edgar, her ninth step begins with a lie—the first of many as their relationship grows.
A Prime Crime paperback original
September • 304 pp. • 978-0-425-25598-8 • $15.00

THE CLUE IS IN THE PUDDING
KATE KINGSBURY
When Cecily Sinclair Baxter needs a temporary replacement for the Pennyfoot Hotel’s housekeeper, she’s stuck with the surly Beatrice Tucker. Then a replacement for the Pennyfoot Hotel’s housekeeper, she’s stuck with the surly Beatrice Tucker. Then a human arm is found near a live target practice, a human arm is found near a live target practice, an•...
YOUR HOUSE IS ON FIRE, YOUR CHILDREN ALL GONE
STEFAN KIESBYE
The innocent games of four young children soon bring them face-to-face with the Hammersmoor Village’s darkest secrets.
A Penguin paperback original
October • 288 pp. • 978-0-14-312146-6 • $15.00

LOVER ETERNAL
A NOVEL OF THE BLACK DAGGER BROTHERHOOD
J. R. WARD
Possessed by a dark side, vampire Rhage is a danger to everyone within reach—including Mary Luce, a young beauty unwittingly engulfed by the vampire world.
An NAL hardcover
November • 512 pp. • 978-0-451-46477-4 • $16.00

BITTER BLOOD
THE MORGANVILLE VAMPIRES
RACHEL CAIN
When a television show comes to Morganville looking for ghosts just as vampire and human politics collide, Claire Danvers has to figure out how to keep the peace without ending up on the nightly news.
An NAL hardcover
November • 352 pp. • 978-0-451-23811-5 • $17.99

FLAME OF SEVENWATERS
JULIET MARILLIER
Maeve, daughter of Lord Sean of Sevenwaters, was badly burned as a child and carries the legacy of that fire in her crippled hands. But her special gift for taming difficult animals may open a door to a future she has not dared to believe possible.
A ROC hardcover
November • 432 pp. • 978-0-451-46480-4 • $25.95

SUPEROVOLCANO
ALL FALL DOWN
HARRY TURTLEDOVE
In the aftermath of the supervolcano’s eruption in Yellowstone Park, former police officer Colin Ferguson’s family is spread across the United States, struggling to survive.
A ROC hardcover
December • 432 pp. • 978-0-451-46481-1 • $25.95

DOCTOR WHO: SHADA
THE LOST ADVENTURE BY DOUGLAS ADAMS
DOUGLAS ADAMS & GARETH ROBERTS
Based on the scripts for the original television series written by the beloved author of The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy, this much-anticipated volume tells the lost adventure of Doctor Who that never made it to the screen.
An ACE hardcover
July • 416 pp. • 978-0-425-25998-6 • $25.95

DARK STORM
CHRISTINE FEEHAN
The author delights once again with the passionate love story of a Carpathian man, whose salvation lies solely with the one woman destined to be his mate.
A Berkley hardcover
September • 384 pp. • 978-0-425-25580-3 • $26.95

RIVETED
A NOVEL OF THE IRON SEAS
MEJLEN BROOK
Annikka serves on an airship that is boarded by David Kentewse, who is looking to expose Annika’s secrets. Then disaster strikes, leaving David and Annika stranded on a glacier and pursued by a madman.
A Berkley Sensation paperback original
September • 320 pp. • 978-0-425-25604-6 • $15.00

ALPHA AND OMEGA: CRY WOLF
VOLUME ONE
PATRICIA BRIGGS
The bestselling author’s Alpha and Omega series comes vividly to life in this graphic collection of four comic books based on the first book in the series.
An Inkjet hardcover
October • 112 pp. • 978-0-441-01848-2 • $24.95

BLOOD FOREVER
MARI MANCUSI
After making a deal with the devil, Rayne and Sunny get the chance to go back in time—preventing that fateful night when Sunny was bitten by Magnus from ever happening.
A Berkley paperback original
September • 256 pp. • 978-0-425-25303-8 • $9.99

WICKED WHISPERS
NINA BANGS
While working in an adult theme park, Ivy meets Murmur, a powerful demon who uses his gift to destroy as well as seduce.
A Berkley Sensation paperback original
October • 336 pp. • 978-0-425-25313-7 • $15.00

REAPER’S VOW
SARAH MCCARTY
Cole Cameron has been searching for his cousin Adelaide ever since she was kidnapped by—if the stories of drunken saloon goers were to be believed—men who changed into wolves.
A Berkley Sensation paperback original
October • 304 pp. • 978-0-425-24770-9 • $15.00

THE FANGOVER
ERIN MCCARTHY AND KATHY LOVE
When rock god vampire Johnny Malone commits suicide, the rest of The Impalers gather for an Irish wake—and try to figure out what really happened last night.
A Berkley Sensation paperback original
November • 304 pp. • 978-0-425-25323-6 • $15.00

BEFORE AND EVER SINCE
SHARLA LOVELACE
Everything seems pretty normal for Emily Lockwood—until she runs into an old friend who really knows her. Seeing him again triggers more than memories.
A Berkley paperback original
November • 336 pp. • 978-0-425-25305-2 • $15.00
THE FARM
EMILY MCKAY
A powerful, post-apocalyptic novel told from the alternating viewpoints of two sisters, one of whom is autistic, as they fight to survive in a world taken over by monstrous vampires. A Berkley paperback original
December • 384 pp. • 978-0-425-25780-7 • $9.99

THE ACCIDENTAL GENIE
DAKOTA CASSIDY
Caterer extraordinary Jeannie Carlyle is asked to open up a rare bottle of gin for a party, but she’s shocked when a guy in poofy pants pops out and she gets sucked inside. A Berkley paperback original
December • 352 pp. • 978-0-425-25324-3 • $15.00

AN APPLE FOR THE CREATURE
EDITED BY CHARLAINE HARRIS AND TONI L. P. KELNER
The editors of Home Improvement: Undead Edition offer a crash course in the paranormal—an all-new collection, including a never-before-published Sookie Stackhouse story. An ACE hardcover
September • 352 pp. • 978-0-425-25680-0 • $26.95

SLOW APOCALYPSE
JOHN VARLEY
A scientist has developed a cure for America’s addiction to foreign oil—a slow-acting virus that feeds on petroleum, turning it solid. But he didn’t consider the fact that his contagion of an Iraqi oil field would spread to infect the world’s fuel supply. An ACE hardcover
September • 352 pp. • 978-0-441-01757-7 • $24.95

BETWEEN TWO FIRES
CHRISTOPHER BUEHLMAN
In the year 1348, Thomas, a disgraced knight, comes upon an orphan of the Black Plague, who tells him that the disease is only part of a greater cataclysm—the fallen angels under Lucifer are rising in a second war on heaven. An ACE hardcover
October • 368 pp. • 978-1-937007-86-7 • $24.95

THE LOST STARS
TARNISHED KNIGHT
JACK CAMPBELL
Betrayed by the Syndicate government, Artur Dra- kon and Gwen Iceni launch a battle for control of the Midway star system. An ACE hardcover
October • 384 pp. • 978-1-937077-82-2 • $26.95

THE CASSANDRA PROJECT
JACK MCDEVITT AND MIKE RESNICK
Two science fiction masters team up to deliver a classic thriller, in which one man uncovers the secret history of the U.S. space program... An ACE hardcover
November • 400 pp. • 978-1-937008-71-0 • $24.95

STILL LIFE WITH SHAPESHIFTER
SHARON SHINN
For her entire life, Melanie Landon has hidden the fact that her half-sister Ann is a shapeshifter. But after months of no contact, Melanie fears the worst when a man shows up on her doorstep saying he’s there about her sister. An ACE hardcover
November • 352 pp. • 978-0-425-25681-7 • $25.95

ANDROMEDA’S FALL
WILLIAM C. DIETZ
The roots of the Legion of the Damned lie deep within the mythology of the future. But now, the bestselling author uncovers the Legion’s early days with the story of one recruit’s rebirth and redemption. An ACE hardcover
December • 352 pp. • 978-0-425-25625-1 • $25.95

ROBERT ASPRIN’S MYTH-QUOTED
JODY LYNN NYE
Since it was founded, M.Y.T.H. Inc. has dealt with all manner of vile creatures. But not even a magician of Skeeve’s caliber is prepared to face the most duplici- tous monsters of all: politicians. An ACE paperback original
December • 304 pp. • 978-0-425-25701-2 • $15.00

REVENANT EVE
SHERWOOD SMITH
After leaving the small, magical European country of Dobrenica to allow the man she loves to marry another woman, Kim Murray is horrified when her newfound home country disappears from Earth. A DAW hardcover
September • 320 pp. • 978-0-7564-0744-5 • $24.95

THE DIRTY STUDIES OF HEAVEN
VOLUME ONE OF BOBBY DOLLAR
TAD WILLIAMS
Bobby Dollar has a secret—his real name’s Doloriel and he’s an angel...and a truly unpleasant Babyl-onian demon is doing its best to track him down and rip him to pieces. A DAW hardcover
September • 768 pp. • 978-0-7564-0768-1 • $26.95

REDOUTB
Book Four of
The Collegium Chronicles: A Novel of Valdemar
MERCEDES LACKEY
Young Herald trainee Mags has talents not commonly found in Herald trainees. Recognizing this, the King’s Own Herald decides to train Mags as a spy in order to uncover the secrets of a mysterious new enemy who has taken an interest in Mags himself. A DAW hardcover
October • 336 pp. • 978-0-7564-0745-2 • $25.95

LORD OF MOUNTAINS
A Novel of the Change
S. M. STIRLING
To end the war, Artos must journey to the Lake at the Heart of the Mountains and take part in a crowning ceremony that will unite the realms into a single kingdom. A ROC hardcover
September • 512 pp. • 978-0-451-46476-7 • $27.95

THE SILVERED
TANYA HUFF
The Empire captures five women of the Mage-Pack, including the wife of the Were-Pack leader. With the Pack off defending the border, it falls to Mirian Maylin and Tomas Hagen—that a low-level mage, he younger brother to the Pack-leader—to save them. A DAW hardcover
November • 304 pp. • 978-0-7564-0743-8 • $24.95

THE FOREVER KNIGHT
JOHN MARCO
After betraying his king and losing his true love, Bronze Knight Lukien is given a chance for redemption: to be the protector of the Inhumans—those fragile mortals who live deep in the desert, far from the prying eyes of their world. A DAW hardcover
November • 304 pp. • 978-0-7564-0742-1 • $24.95
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THE PURPLE SHROUD
A Novel of Empress Theodora
STELLA DUFFY
The sequel to Theodora: Actress, Empress, Where chronicles Theodora at the height of her power, bringing the ancient world alive in another unforgettable, epic saga.
A Penguin paperback original
October • 384 pp. • 978-0-14-312225-8 • $15.00

RAV HISDA’S DAUGHTER, BOOK I: APPRENTICE
A Novel of Love, the Talmud, and Sorcery
MAGGIE ANTON
Hisdadukh, the precocious youngest child of a prosperous Jewish scholar learns the Torah by heart, but when she is barred from further studies because of her gender, her sister-in-law introduces her to the practice of magic.
A Plume paperback original
September • 448 pp. • 978-0-452-29809-5 • $16.00

IN NEED OF A GOOD WIFE
KELLY O’CONNOR MCNEES
"McNees weaves a hopeful, compelling story of people in desperate circumstances eager to find a solution to their troubles."—Robin Oliveira, author of My Name is Mary Sutter.
A Berkley paperback original
October • 320 pp. • 978-0-425-25792-0 • $15.00

BIANCA
THE SILK MERCHANT’S DAUGHTERS
BERTRICE SMALL
After being traded as the bride to a debauched brute in Renaissance-era Florence, Bianca finally flees the cruel union and seeks shelter in a seaside villa.
An NAL paperback original
October • 432 pp. • 978-0-451-23795-8 • $16.00

A PLAGUE OF LIES
JUDITH ROCK
When the prestigious Louis le Grand Jesuit school sends a delegation to the Versailles of Louis the XIV, the bodies start to stack up.
A Berkley paperback original
October • 400 pp. • 978-0-425-25310-6 • $15.00

CENTURION
A NOVEL OF THE ROMAN LEGION
SIMON SCARROW
In the first century AD, when Palmyra’s royal household threats revolt, Rome dispatches a task force under the command of veteran centurions Macro and Cato to defend its king and guard its borders.
An Overlook hardcover
October • 352 pp. • 978-1-59020-780-2 • $25.95

WANT VIDEO CONTENT?
INTRODUCING PENGUIN’S MULTIMEDIA SITES
penguin.com/multimedia and penguin.com/videos
for book trailers, fun videos, and other great stuff!

To order, use your regular supplier or mail the order form provided directly to Penguin GROUP (USA) INC. If form is missing, email academic@penguin.com

Penguin and EarlyWord.com’s First Flights Debut Author Program
Please visit: penguindebutauthors.earlyword.com
Where you can sign up and join EarlyWord Editor Nora Rawlinson for an exclusive online conversation and Q&A with some of Penguin’s most promising debut authors!

TIGER HILLS
SARITA MANDANNA
“Set on a coffee plantation in India called Tiger Hills, this first novel tells the story of the spirited Devi Nachimada….A great read that will have many points of discussion for any book group; highly recommended.”—Library Journal.
A Pintail paperback original
September • 320 pp. • 978-0-670-06658-2 • $16.00

BEGGAR’S FEAST
RANDY BOYAGODA
The beguiling story of Sam Kandy, who is born to low prospects in a Ceylon village and soon abandoned—and dies a hundred years later as the wealthy headman of the same village.
A Pintail paperback original
Fall • 224 pp. • 978-0-670-06692-6 • $16.00

BETTER LIVING THROUGH PLASTIC EXPLOSIVES
ZSUZSI GARTNER
“Gartner’s writing is dazzling, effortless, and clear as a bell. She’s able to crystallize a cultural moment in a way entirely her own that is both instantaneous and eternal. I couldn’t let go of it and read it all in one go.”—Douglas Coupland, author of Generation X.
A Pintail paperback original
Fall • 320 pp. • 978-1-59020-358-3 • $16.00

WICKED PLEASURES
PENNY VINCENZI
A brother and two sisters discover that they all have different fathers—none of whom are Alexander, Earl of Caterham, who was married to their mother for almost twenty years.
An Overlook hardcover
November • 640 pp. • 978-1-59020-358-3 • $27.95

MOMENTS CAPTURED
ROBERT J. SEIDMAN
The captivating story of two indelible individuals and a shattering murder in late 19th-century San Francisco—roughly based on the life of the great photographer Edward Mugnay.
An Overlook hardcover
October • 384 pp. • 978-1-4683-0120-5 • $26.95

THE LABYRINTH OF DREAMING BOOKS
WALTER MOERS
Translated John Brownjohn
Zamonia’s greatest writer, Hildegunst von Mythenmetz, is summoned to the newly rebuilt city of Bookholm to investigate a mystery.
An Overlook hardcover
November • 432 pp. • 978-1-4683-0120-5 • $26.95